ABSTRACT: We introduce a novel method called restrain−free energy perturbation− release (R-FEP-R) to estimate conformational free energy changes via an alchemical path, which for some conformational landscapes like those associated with cellular signaling proteins in the kinase family is more direct and readily converged than the corresponding free energy changes along the physical path. The R-FEP-R method was developed from the dual topology free energy perturbation method that is widely applied to estimate the binding free energy difference between two ligands. In R-FEP-R, the free energy change between two conformational basins is calculated by free energy perturbations that remove those atoms involved in the conformational change from their initial conformational basin while simultaneously growing them back according to the final conformational basin. Both the initial and final dual topology states are unphysical, but they are designed in a way such that the unphysical contributions to the initial and final partition functions cancel. Compared with other advanced sampling algorithms such as umbrella sampling and metadynamics, the R-FEP-R method does not require predetermined transition pathways or reaction coordinates that connect the two conformational states. As a first illustration, the R-FEP-R method was applied to calculate the free energy change between conformational basins for alanine dipeptide in solution and for a side chain in the binding pocket of T4 lysozyme. The results obtained by R-FEP-R agree with the benchmarks very well. C onformational free energy differences play an essential role in many areas of biophysics, such as enzyme activation, inhibitor specific binding, and allosteric effects.
C onformational free energy differences play an essential role in many areas of biophysics, such as enzyme activation, inhibitor specific binding, and allosteric effects. 1−5 The straightforward way to estimate the conformational free energy differences is to run a long molecular dynamics (MD) simulation and collect the population of each conformational state. However, if the average first passage time or the relaxation time of the system is long compared with the times that are accessible given the available computational power, it is not possible to obtain converged results by using brute-force MD simulations. 6, 7 Because free energy is a state function, the conformational free energy difference can be obtained by following the free energy change along a transition pathway connecting the initial and final states with an umbrella sampling algorithm. 8−11 However, sometimes finding a pathway is challenging itself although lots of transition pathway algorithms have been developed in the last two decades. 12−24 Furthermore, the conformational changes along a transition pathway can be much larger than the conformational difference between the end points. For such transition pathways, it usually requires many umbrella sampling windows and long simulation time to obtain converged results. Wang−Landau sampling and metadynamics can also be applied to estimate the conformational free energy differences. 25, 26 These kind of algorithms choose a reduced reaction coordinate connecting the two target states of the complex system beforehand. Then biases are added to the Hamiltonian function during the sampling until the potential of mean force along the reaction coordinate is constant. The success of Wang−Landau sampling and metadynamics algorithms strongly depends on the choice of the reduced reaction coordinate, which remains an open question in this field of research for complicated transitions. 27, 28 Many of the problems at the forefront of computational biophysics involve simulations of large allosteric conformational changes of proteins, like those associated with cellular signaling, where intermediate states along the physical transition pathways can differ much more in structure from the initial state than the final target state does. One such example is the transition of epidermal growth factor receptor kinase from the active conformational state to one of the many inactive conformational states; the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between the active and inactive states is only ∼3.7 Å, whereas intermediate states along the physical path differ by as much as 9−12 Å. 3, 29 These processes pose a great challenge for the tools currently available to map free energy landscapes. To address problems of this kind, we introduce in this Letter a novel method called restrain−free energy perturbation−release (R-FEP-R) that estimates the conformational free energy difference between target states without choosing collective variables or knowing transition pathways beforehand. The R-FEP-R method was developed based on the idea of the dual topology free energy perturbation (FEP) transformation in relative binding free energy calculations. 4 The dual topology free energy perturbation method is widely applied to estimate the binding free energy difference between two ligands that are similar in structure. 4, 30, 31 The topology file used for the dual topology FEP simulations contains the topological information on the receptor and the two ligands of interest. The ligands' topology can be decomposed into three sets: the shared set and two dual topology sets. The shared set includes the topology of the same atoms that are shared by both ligands, and the two dual topology sets include the topology of the unique atoms of the two ligands, respectively. Suppose that the topology of the first ligand consists of the shared set and the first dual topology set and the topology of the second ligand consists of the shared set and the second dual topology set. At the beginning of the FEP simulations, the atoms described by the shared set and the first dual topology set have full interactions with the environment, namely the receptor and the solvent, while the atoms described by the second dual topology set have no interactions with the environment except a linkage with the shared part of the ligand. Then one decreases the interactions between the atoms described by the first dual topology set and the environment from full effect to zero by using a series of intermediate states.
At the end of this step, the atoms described by the first dual topology set have no interactions with the environment except a linkage with the shared part of the ligand. Next (or simultaneously) one increases the interactions between the atoms described by the second dual topology set and the environment from zero to full effect by using another series of intermediate states. Suppose the free energy change during this whole procedure is ΔG c , where the subscript denotes that the FEP simulations are performed when the ligands are a part of the binding complex. One needs to repeat the same procedure and obtain the free energy change of switching from the first ligand to the second in pure solvent ΔG s . Eventually, the binding free energy difference between these two ligands is estimated by
As can be seen, the atoms described by the first dual topology set change from real to virtual during the FEP simulations. Therefore, they will be termed the dual-RV set in this Letter. The atoms described by the second dual topology set will be termed the dual-VR set. The basic idea of the dual topology free energy perturbation method can be used to estimate conformational free energy change. More specifically, the conformational free energy change can be calculated by FEP simulations that remove those atoms involved in the conformational change from their initial conformational basin and grow them back according to the final conformational basin.
The atoms of the molecule of interest can be divided into the shared set and the dual set by comparing two conformations representative of the initial and final conformational states. For simple cases, this can be done by inspection. For more complicated cases, one approach is to align the two conformations and calculate the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of atomic positions. The dual set can be chosen to contain all the atoms that have contributions to the RMSD significantly larger than the thermal fluctuations, and the shared set contains all the other atoms of the molecule. In the canonical ensemble, the conformational free energy change is
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} are the Cartesian coordinates of the solvent (water), the shared set, and the dual set, respectively. The limits of integration S 0 and S 1 denote the definition of the initial and the final conformational states (free energy basins).
Before applying dual topology FEP to estimate the conformational free energy change, we introduce restraints to the dual set to prevent it from leaving the initial or the final conformational state and also to accelerate convergence of the FEP simulations along the λ coordinate. For example, one configuration is chosen from the initial conformational state S 0 . Then we apply a harmonic restraint to each dihedral angle of the dual set by using the dihedral angles of a chosen structure in the initial target state as the reference values. The partition function for the molecule in conformational state S 0 with restraints is
where U r (S 0 ) is the total restraint potential. Note the limits of integration for the dual set, S 0 , is omitted because we assume that the harmonic restraints are so strong that the molecule does not leave the conformational state S 0 in a finite simulation. The free energy change of adding these restraints,
Similarly, we apply a harmonic restraint to each dihedral angle of the dual set according to a chosen structure in the final state S 1 and estimate the free energy change
As shown in Figure 1 , the conformational free energy change can be estimated by summing three other legs in the top thermodynamic cycle 
where
is the middle horizontal leg shown in Figure 1 , which can be estimated by the dual topology free energy perturbation method as described below.
Similarly, the atoms of the molecule of interest in the dual topology FEP simulations can be divided into three sets. The shared set is the same as defined previously. The dual-RV set and the dual-VR set are copies of the dual set with harmonic restraints U r (S 0 ) and U r (S 1 ), respectively. We run parallel simulations at multiple λ-states, and the partition function of the system at the ith λ-state of the dual topology FEP is
where U(λ i ) is the total potential energy of the system at the ith λ-state. In the second line of eq 7, we change the variables of the integration of the solute from Cartesian coordinates to internal coordinates, where J({x, y, z}, {r, θ, ϕ}) is the Jacobian determinant. Suppose there are n atoms in the shared set and m atoms in the dual-RV or the dual-VR set. The variables of the integration can be written as
The Jacobian determinant of this change of variables is 
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The total potential energy U(λ i ) is rewritten as a sum of three components in the second line of eq 7. U (rv) (λ i ) includes the intragroup interaction energies of the dual-RV set, its restraint potential energy, and the interaction energies between the dual-RV set and all the other atomsthe shared set and solvent. On the basis of the type of interactions that the potential energy functions describe, U (rv) (λ i ) can be written as
where U bond (rv) = U bond (rv) ({r (rv) }) is the bond length potential; U angle (rv) = U angle (rv) ({θ (rv) }) is the bond angle potential; U proper
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}, {r (rv) , θ (rv) , ϕ (rv) }) is the van der Waals potential; and
, ϕ (s) }, {r (rv) , θ (rv) , ϕ (rv) }) is the Coulomb potential. Formally, it is possible to integrate over the solvent Figure 1 . Thermodynamic cycles of the restrain−free energy perturbation−release method. The R-FEP-R method can be explained by two thermodynamic cycles. The top horizontal leg ΔG is the conformational free energy change, where the initial conformational state consists of the shared set and the dual-RV set, and the final conformational state consists of the shared and the dual-VR set. To estimate ΔG, harmonic restraints are applied to the dual-RV and the dual-VR set first. We use paperclips and angle brackets to present restraints in this figure. The free energy changes of applying harmonic restraints, ΔG 0 and ΔG 1 , are obtained by two FEP simulations. Based on the thermodynamic cycle on the top, the conformational free energy change ΔG can be estimated by the sum of ΔG 0 , −ΔG 1 , and ΔG′, where ΔG′ is the conformational free energy change with restraints. The horizontal leg in the middle, ΔG′, is estimated by the bottom thermodynamic cycle. The two vertical legs in the bottom thermodynamic cycle represent that the addition of the restrained virtual fragments ⟨VR⟩ v and ⟨RV⟩ v to the restrained initial and final conformational states, respectively. We showed that the free energy changes of adding these two fragments, k B T ln Z vr (0) and k B T ln Z rv (1), are equal. Therefore, the middle horizontal leg equals the bottom horizontal leg, which is estimated by a dual topology free energy perturbation calculation. Finally, the conformational free energy change ΔG is estimated by the sum of ΔG 0 , −ΔG 1 , and ΔG D .
coordinates, in which case the effective potential energy of each solute conformation is the solvent averaged potential of mean force within which the solute moves. Note that the last two terms in eq 10 include both the intragroup interaction energy of the dual-RV set and the interaction energy between the dual-RV set and the other atoms in the shared set and the solvent. As can be seen, when λ changes from 0 to 1, the following nonquadratic energy terms change from the full effect to 0: (a) the proper dihedral potential energy, the intragroup van der Waals, and the Coulomb potential energies of the dual-RV set and (b) the van der Waals and the Coulomb potential energies between the dual-RV set and the other atoms (including the shared set and solvent). Similarly, U (vr) (λ i ) includes the intragroup interaction energies of the dual-VR set itself, its restraint potential, and the interaction energies between the dual-VR set and the other atoms. U (vr) (λ i ) can be written as
where the nonquadratic energy terms listed previously increase from 0 to the full effect when λ changes from 0 to 1. Here, we use one parameter, λ, to control both U (rv) and U (vr) simultaneously. However, the interaction between the dual-RV set and the dual-VR set is always 0 in all the FEP simulations. The third component
}) in eq 7 includes all the other potential energy terms of the system.
Next we examine the partition functions of the end point states. The partition function of the λ = 0 state is (12) where
and 
Notice that the partition function Z D (0) can be written as a product of Z s+rv (0) and Z vr (0) because these two partition functions are not correlated, which becomes obvious after we changed the variables of integration of the solute to internal coordinates. Furthermore, a careful examination reveals that Z s+rv (0) is the partition function for the molecule in conformational state S 0 with restraints, namely, equivalent to Z 0 ′ defined by eq 3. Therefore, the partition function of the λ = 0 state can be written as
Similarly, the partition function of the λ = 1 state can be written as 
A comparison of eqs 14 and 18 reveals that the only differences between Z rv (1) and Z vr (0) are the terms of the harmonic restraint applied to the proper dihedral angles of the dual set, namely, U r (S 0 ) and U r (S 1 ). The two parameters that define a harmonic restraint are the reference value and the force constant. As the dual-RV and the dual-VR sets are both copies of the dual set of the molecule, we can choose the same force constant for the same dihedral angle in these two sets.
The reference values of the same dihedral angle in U r (S 0 ) and U r (S 1 ) are usually different because one is determined by a configuration chosen from the conformational state S 0 and the other is determined by a configuration chosen from state S 1 . However, if the force constant is strong, the integration of a harmonic restraint term in Z rv (1) 
where k d is the force constant and ϕ 0 is the reference value of the harmonic restraint. Therefore, the two partition functions of the virtual part at the end point states, Z rv (1) and Z vr (0), indeed are equal. Finally, the free energy difference between the end point states of the dual topology FEP is 
Combining eqs 5 and 20 shows that the conformational free energy change can be estimated by these three legs of the thermodynamic cycles shown in Figure 1
First we applied the R-FEP-R method to estimate the conformational free energy change of an alanine dipeptide molecule (AlaD) in water. 34 Figure 2 shows the Ramachandran
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Letter plot of AlaD. We define the region (−180 < ϕ < 0 and 120 < ϕ < 180) as the initial conformational states and the region (0 < ϕ < 120) as the final conformational state. As can be seen, the initial conformational state contains the α R , C5, and β free energy basins. The final conformational state contains the α L and C7 ax basins. Based on the temperature RE simulation results, the free energy difference between the initial and final conformational states is 2.91 ± 0.06 kcal/mol, which serves as the benchmark. The free energy difference of 2.91 ± 0.06 kcal/ mol corresponds to a 131-fold enhancement of the population in the α R + C5 + β free energy basins relative to the α L + C7 ax free energy basin.
To apply R-FEP-R, the atoms comprising the N-terminal peptide plane and the C α atom of AlaD are grouped together as the shared set and the atoms comprising the C-terminal peptide plane, the side chain (methyl group), and the α-hydrogen atom are grouped together as the dual set. Two copies of the dual set in different conformational states, dual-RV and dual-VR, are included in the system (Figure 2) . We then chose one configuration each from the α R and the C7 ax basins for the references and apply harmonic restraints to the dihedral angles before running the dual topology FEP simulations. The free energy changes of restraint, FEP, and release are listed in Table 1 as simulation 1. The conformational free energy difference between the initial and final states estimated by the R-FEP-R method is 2.96 ± 0.07 kcal/mol, which agrees with the benchmark (2.91 ± 0.06 kcal/mol) within the statistical error, which is small. To clarify that the free energy difference estimated by the R-FEP-R method does not depend on the configurations that we choose for the reference to apply harmonic restraints within the (initial or final) conformational basin, we redid the R-FEP-R simulations, but the reference configuration of the restraint for the initial state was chosen from the C5 basin instead of the α R basin. The results are listed in Table 1 as simulation 2. Compared with simulation 1, the difference in the restraint procedure (ΔG 0 ) is canceled by the difference in the dual topology FEP (ΔG D ) so that the final results of the second R-FEP-R simulation also match the benchmark. The total computation times of running temperature RE (the benchmark) and R-FEP-R (simulation 1) are 4900 and 930 ns, respectively. Assuming the magnitude of uncertainty is proportional to 1/√n, where n is the total number of data, the R-FEP-R method is more efficient (∼5 times) than the temperature RE simulation in the calculation of conformational free energy changes for this example.
Next we applied the R-FEP-R method to estimate the conformational free energy change of a side chain in the active site of T4 lysozyme L99A. T4 lysozyme is a well-known model system for the study of ligand-induced conformational transitions. As shown in Figure 3a , the side-chain dihedral angle χ of residue Val111 rotates from 180°(trans) to −60°( gauche+) upon ligand binding. Mobley et al. proposed a method called "confine-and-release" to obtain the correct binding free energy for the binding complex with ligandinduced conformational changes. 35 The first step of the "Confine-and-Release" method is to estimate the free energy difference between the trans and gauche+ states of T4 lysozyme without the ligand. The free energy profile constructed by umbrella sampling simulations is shown in Figure 3b , where the reaction coordinate is the side-chain dihedral angle χ of residue Val111. We define the region −180°< χ < − 150°and 150°< χ < 180°as the trans conformational state, and the region −90°< χ < − 30°as the gauche+ conformational state. The free energy difference between these two states is 1.63 ± 0.07 kcal/mol, which serves as the benchmark. In the calculation of R-FEP-R, the side chain of the residue Val111 is defined as the dual set, and all the other atoms of T4 lysozyme are the shared set. We chose one configuration each from the trans and the gauche+ basins for the references and apply harmonic restraints to the dihedral angles of the dual-RV and dual-VR sets, respectively. The dual topology FEP was run to remove the dual-RV set and simultaneously grow the dual-VR set by using 15 λ-states. In this R-FEP-R calculation, the restraint, FEP, and release procedures were coupled by the Hamiltonian replica exchange algorithm to accelerate the convergence. The R-FEP-R estimate for the conformational free energy change of T4 lysozyme is 1.64 ± 0.03 kcal/mol, which agrees with the benchmark (1.63 ± 0.07 kcal/mol) very well. On the basis of the comparisons of the total simulation times and the The Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters Letter uncertainties, we found that the R-FEP-R method is ∼4 times more efficient than the umbrella sampling method in the calculation of conformational free energy changes for this example.
In this Letter, we introduce a method called R-FEP-R (restrain−free energy perturbation−release) to estimate conformational free energy differences via an alchemical path. The R-FEP-R method was developed based on the dual topology free energy perturbation method that is widely used to estimate the relative binding free energies of two ligands. To be more precise, the conformational free energy change is calculated by free energy perturbations that remove those atoms involved in the conformational change from their initial conformational state and simultaneously grow them back according to the final conformational state. After a brief review of the original dual free energy perturbation method, we showed theoretically that the R-FEP-R method can be applied to calculate conformational free energy differences.
The major difference between the dual topology free energy perturbation method for estimating the relative binding affinity of two ligands (DT-FEP-RB) and the R-FEP-R method for estimating the conformational free energy difference between two conformational basins is how the unphysical contributions from the dual topology dummy atoms to the initial and final partition functions is canceled, so that the free energy difference between the initial and final states contains only the physical contributions. The DT-FEP-RB calculation of binding free energy differences between two different ligands consists of two independent FEP simulations, one in the pure solvent box (usually water) and one in the receptor in water; in each simulation, the dual topology atoms represent the atoms which are unique to the initial or final ligand. In each of the two independent simulations (one in water, the other in the receptor), the dual atoms are transformed from dummy atoms to real atoms and vice versa. When the free energy difference between the two independent simulations is taken, the contribution of the dual dummy atom ensembles to the free energy difference between the initial and final states cancels if the simulations are converged.
In the R-FEP-R method for estimating conformational free energy differences, however, there is only one simulation performed, which corresponds to an alchemical transformation from the initial conformational free energy basin to the final free energy basin. The two sets of dual topology atoms contain the same atom types with the same harmonic bond stretching and bending force constants; the torsional potential function of the dual topology atoms is also the same. In the R-FEP-R transformation, the nonharmonic torsional ensembles of the initial and final conformational states are both converted to Gaussian torsional ensemble distributions (with different centers). The free energy cost of these two torsional nonharmonic transformations (restraining and releasing the virtual dual atoms) are included in the estimate of the conformational free energy difference; the contribution of the virtual dual atom Gaussian ensembles in the initial and final states cancel so that the R-FEP-R transformation also includes only physical contributions. The two thermodynamic cycles also differ in that the potential function parameters of the real dual atoms are different at the physical end points for the DT-FEP-RB cycle, whereas they are the same for the R-FEP-R cycle.
Then the R-FEP-R method was tested for conformational changes for two model systems: alanine dipeptide and a side chain in the active site of T4 lysozyme. For both cases, the conformational free energy differences estimated by the R-FEP-R method agree with the benchmark very well. For these two examples, the R-FEP-R method for estimating conformational free energy differences is ∼4−5 times more efficient as compared with replica exchange or umbrella sampling. Compared with other popular biased sampling algorithms such as umbrella sampling and metadynamics, the advantages of the R-FEP-R method are that the transition pathways or predetermined reaction coordinates that connect the two conformational states are not required and for some problems R-FEP-R may introduce a smaller perturbation to the system. Although temperature RE simulations can also be used to obtain the conformational free energy differences without transition pathways or reaction coordinates, the AlaD example suggests that the R-FEP-R method may be more efficient than temperature RE in the calculation of conformational free energy changes at least in some cases. It will be challenging to use R-FEP-R to calculate conformational free energy changes when the dual atom set specified by the dual topology is large and the dual-RV and the dual-VR atom sets do not overlap in space, because it is difficult to slowly grow or annihilate a large collection of atoms in solution. However, when the dual set contains a large number of atoms, if the conformational difference between the initial and final ensembles containing the dual atoms is smaller than the conformational changes that are associated with the physical transition paths, we expect that calculating conformational free energy differences along alchemical paths designed to take advantage of the dual topology framework will be more efficient than using a physical path to determine the corresponding free energy changes. The use of alchemical paths to calculate conformational free energy changes, although different from our approach based on the dual topology framework described here, has been proposed previously. 36 The ability to calculate free energy differences for large allosteric conformational changes of proteins like those associated with cellular signaling of various kinds remains an unsolved problem. There is considerable room left to explore different ways to construct alchemical paths for larger conformational free energy changes with the objective of accelerating their convergence.
■ SIMULATION DETAILS
All simulations were performed using the GROMACS (v2016.3) simulation package. 37 Before the production MD simulations, each system was prepared at 300 K by running (1) 5000 steps of energy minimization, (2) 50 000 steps of equilibration under a NVT ensemble, and (3) 500 000 steps of equilibration under a NPT ensemble. The step size of MD simulations was 2 fs with the SHAKE constraint algorithm. Long-range electrostatic interactions were computed by the PME method. To calculate the conformational free energy change of AlaD, a single AlaD molecule was solvated in 880 TIP3P water molecules in an octahedron box. The clearance on each side of the solute was 1.2 nm. OPLS-AA force field 38 was used, and the production MD simulations were run under a NVT ensemble using the leapfrog stochastic dynamics integrator. The time constant for the temperature coupling (tau-t) is 1.0 ps. The benchmark was obtained by running temperature replica exchange simulations with seven temperatures ranging from 300 to 350 K (300, 307, 315, 322, 330, 339, and 350 K). Before the dual topology FEP was run, the force constants of the harmonic restraints applied to the ϕ and ψ dihedral angles of AlaD were increased from 0 to 239 kcal/ mol by using eight λ-states. 
